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In this particular context of contesting views, the 
research in hand is a humble effort to assess the LG 
system performance at UC level by undertaking a 
simple exercise, based on responses obtained from LG 
representatives themselves and perspectives of the local 
communities. The study therefore focuses performance 
of local governments based on the views of local elected 
representatives and government officials, who have 
been responsible for implementing the new local 
government arrangements. This appraisal of LG 
performance is based on the sample of 6 districts of 
Punjab.

The study measures the extent and quality of social 
services, especially health, education, water and 
sanitation. It also assesses the level of public 
engagement with local government and their 
par t ic ipat ion in local  development  in  their 
communities. It aims to highlight, as well, the strengths 
and weaknesses of local government performance 
across six districts of Punjab. The objective is to draw 
implications concerning the functioning of local 
government, since their creation by the Punjab Local 
Government Act in 2013. The instruments adopted to 
collect information from a set of stakeholders include: 
(i) Focus group discussions with communities; (ii) in-
depth interviews with elected representatives e.g., 
Chairmen/vice chairmen, general councilors, women 
union councilors and government officials e.g. the UC 
Secretaries

The report comprising three chapters; begins by an 
overview of local governments in Pakistan, and then 
moves on to describe the research methodology devised 
to undertake this study, describing the overall scope and 
the research design of this study. The second chapter is 
based on summary of performance at three tiers as well 
findings emerged from the research and then 
recommendations. This is the core section of the report 
which undertakes analysis based on the primary 

rdresearch of this study. The 3 chapter gives detail 
appraisal of the 18 Union Councils performance during 
2-year tenures. .

Introduction

Limitations:
The uncertainty about the fate local governments, 
particularly after PTI govt. in Punjab, during the field 
days created an overall environment of negativity 
among UC members and communities. This negativity 
was perhaps also reflected in the study findings on 
perceptions of local government performance, quality 
of public services and issues/conditions that improved 
or worsened. However, measurable and factual results 
such as access to services seemed to have been less 
affected by the unfavorable atmosphere.

Difficulties were also faced in contacting elected 
representatives, particularly the UC chairmen for 
conducting in-depth interviews as most of them were 
not easily accessible, with some being out of office. It 
required a great deal of effort and persuasion to get 
access to these respondents as well as to obtain 
appropriate responses.

Objectives: 
The fundamental objective of the study is mid-term 
performance appraisal of the local government vis-à-vis 
the objectives of the system introduced under Punjab 
Local Government Act 2013.  Therefore, the study aims 
to identify the factors promoting LG objectives or 
hampering the efficiency of local governments. With 
reference to long term objective, the study intends to 
build synergy on actions by enhancing engagement with 
the potential campaign partners/stakeholders, 
representatives of the local governments, community 
and civil society organizations to make the local 
governments more effective. An important objective is 
to have recommendations in order to lobby with the 
authorities in terms of service delivery, particularly to 
the marginalized and excluded communities.

Research Scope:
Total 6 districts including; Muzzafargarh, Layyah, 
Lahore, Sheikhupura, Nankana Sahib and Mianwali 
were selected for this study making it sample size as 
around 17%. Efforts were made to have the minimal 
sample from different parts of Punjab. A total 18 UCs;
three from each district were identified for this 
purpose.84 elected UC members and 16 UC secretaries 
were interviewed.

A total 100 respondents interviewed in 18 union councils of the six selected districts. Out of with 84% were men 
and 16 % were women councilors, while UC secretaries were all male.
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Similarly, a total 36 separate Focus Group Discussions (FGDs); 18 each for men and women were organized in the 
18 union councils, in which over 400 people, including 200 women participated. Efforts were made that all types of 
communities' voices be included; laborers, peasants, teachers, health and household workers.

Documentation Review Secondary Data Analysis Focus Group Discussions Key Informant Interviews

Desk Review Primary Sources

Research Study Goals

under which questionnaires were developed for 
interviews and Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) with 
selected communities for the research. To have a 
competitive sample, the research study covers mix of
urban and rural UCs. The consultant used participatory 
methods and tools to gather the qualitative and 
quantitative data. 

The desk review of secondary of available documents 
and data including, Punjab Local Govt. Act 2013, work 
of other NGOs, research bodies, Institutes, think tanks 
and others was carried out. The collected data was fed 
into excel and tally-sheets for FGDs were developed for 
analysis purposes. Field observation was also analyzed 
manually by going through transcripts developed from 
notes taken during the data collection sessions. 

Methodology:

 A comprehensive questionnaire was designed to collect 
data at UC level. This questionnaire was administered to 
elected representatives; chairmen, vice chairmen and 
members of UCs; include labor, peasants, minority and 
women councilors as well as to UC secretaries within 18 
UCs of 6 districts of Punjab. A checklist of secondary 
data was prepared for the enumerators in order to have 
clarity before going to the field for data collection and 
interviews of the selected respondents. These include 
budget documents, detail of development plans, annual 
reports and detail of councils' activities. A one-day 
orientation workshop was also arranged for the selected 
enumerators to have better understanding of the 
questionnaires, LG system and objectives of the study.

To gather the qualitative and quantitative data, the 
random sampling procedure was used for this study, 
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Views of elected
representatives of UCs
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This appraisal is based on the views of the UC representatives, including chairmen, vice chairmen, women 
councilors, general councilors, peasant/labor, minority and youth councilors in 18 union councils of six districts. 
These views are divided into two parts; a) Capacity assessment of the UCs and b) assessment of service delivery
to communities

Capacity appraisal 

Table-1: Major development issues in UCs

Performance appraisal of Union Councils

Major Development issues in UCs

Almost similar pattern of persisting problems emerges from all the UCs under study. Most general problems include 

non-availability of safe drinking water, lack of educational and health facilities, public parks, poor condition of 

streets and roads, proper sanitation and sewage. However, data reflects that safe drinking water on top of the list of 

problems with 80% responses, followed by solid waste management (71%) health facilities (70%), dilapidated 

streets and roads (67%), proper educational facilities (49%), street lights (44%), public park/play grounds (18%) 

hanging electricity wires in streets (17%)
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Development Schemes in Ucs in last 2 years

With regard to submission of schemes in District Councils by Chairmen, total 84 schemes were put, which makes on 

average 4 schemes per UC. Out of 84 schemes 35 were accepted, which is above 41%, which makes around 2 

schemes per UC. While majority of the schemes 59% were turned down. However, no new schemes have been 

initiated after July 2018 elections. The data reflects that Lahore was on top with 21 schemes, followed by 

Muzaffargarh 15 schemes, Mianwali (14), Layyah and Nankana Sahib 13 schemes each and Sheikhupura 9 

schemes.

Table-3:Types of schemes presented by UC members

Table 2:  Development Schemes in UCs 
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Types of schemes presented by UC members

The data reflects the major trends of development priorities set by the UCs include street repair on top 

(64%responses), followed by drinking water schemes, (34%), sewerage system (30%), street lights (25%), support 

for poor/widows (23%), boundary wall of graveyards (17%), public parks (11%) and skill center (06%). There were 

almost no schemes presented to establish or maintain libraries, green belts and public festivals.

Table: 4 -Funds transfer 

Data shows that majority of UCs 62% and 66%faced problems in the on-time transfer of development funds and 
grants respectively. However, the transfer of fix non-development budget of 3 lakh per month remained smooth to 
large extent. Average annual development funds transfer to a UCs varies. Minimum amount is Rs.1.3 million for UC 
in Muzaffargarh, while maximum funds transfer to a UC is Rs.23 million in Lahore. With regard to dispensation of 
powers at UC level, two trends equally go along. Majority viewed that Chairman is real and final authority in 
allocation of funds among councilors. 
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One of the main responsibility of the UC chairman is to form various committees comprising UC members to run 

the business in more effective and transparent manners. However, majority of the chairman has not yet formed these 

committees. 58% respondents said no committee was formed at all. 13% and 11% claimed audit and purchase 

committees have been formed respectively. While 7% and 6% maintained that finance & health committees were 

formed. Only 5% respondents that education committee was set up in their UC.

Table-12: Income generation

The data reflects that initiatives on the part of UCs to increase their income were negligible. 91% said never such 

step was taken in their UCs. Only 8% respondents said they took such measure, out of which 6% claimed they 

raised funds from community to build boundary wall of grave yard and 2% said they imposed a specific amount on 

every house for cleanliness of streets. 

Table -13: Formation ofPunchait/Anjumn Musalihat
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Per Punjab Local Govt. Act 2013, the UC administration is bound to form 9-member Punchait (rural areas) and 
Anjumn Musalihat (urban areas) within 30 days after the first meeting. However, data reflects that in majority of the 
UCs these bodies were not formed even after 24 months. 86% of the responses were in negative. While 14% 
respondents (in Lahore & Sheikhupura only) claimed Anjumn Musalihat has been formed. When asked about the 
training of the members of Anjumn Musalihat, 36% respondents said some NGO has imparted training to them. 
While over 80% chairmen and vice chairmen said they have got training from Local govt department.

Table-14: Reasons for not forming Punchait/Anjumn Musalihat

When asked why Punchait/Anjumn Musalihat was not formed so far, majority of the respondents (40%) termed it 
lack of political will of the chairman, followed by 20% who called it lack of interest among the UC members, 17% 
excused for not receiving instruction from above, 13% named it difference among the UC panel and 10% were 
unaware of due body. 

Table-15: Women councilors views regarding community perspectives
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An over whelming majority of 75% women councilors said people in their community expressed positive attitude 
towards them, 14% said people have trust in them and respected them. While, 5% said only women were happy with 
their election as councilor. Some 5% said community people were not aware of women councilors, while 1% said 
they were not sure about the said questions

When asked about the suggestion to improve the performance of the Union Councils and other LG institutions, 
majority of the respondents (59%) said the development funds need to increased, while 49% said the powers of UCs 
and other LGIs are limited, which needs to enhanced to improve LG performance at local level. This was followed 
by 31% respondents who viewed the development funds transaction was slow and need to be smooth and in time. 
Another set of important suggestion was check on provincial govt. as well as MNAs/MPAs interference in affairs of 
local governance, made by 27% and 25% respondents respectively. Some 17% termed good development planning 
can improve UC performance, followed by 13% respondents who believed training of councilors and UC officials 
was prerequisite to uplift the LG functioning.
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Assessment of Community Services 

Table-17: Drinking Water

With regard to safe drinking water data shows water services were provided to some extent (33%) in mostly urban 
UCs. For instance, water filtration plants in Urban UCs and hand pumps in some rural UCs. However, major 
problem was that water filtration needs repair. Data does not reflect any water pond schemes for animals in rural 
UCs under study. The major reasons described were that local people usually take care of water themselves, 
followed by lack of funds and absence of such scheme.

Table-18: Sewerage and sanitation

Drainage and Sewerage 

Drinking Water

Drainage and Sewerage services were provided few and far between, mostly in urban UCs. 43% respondents said 

garbage was collected and removed, followed by 41% respondents said cleaning of gutters is carried out per need, 

35% confirmed installation of drainage pipes. However, urinals and latrines were not provided in any of the UCs. 

Most of the said services were provided during the previous govt, the respondents observed.
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The data shows that 97% respondents said UC have not provided any recreational facilities; like parks and playing 

grounds in last two-year period, neither they have been provided funds for the existing such facilities. However, only 

13% respondents claimed that UCs organized local festivals, especially, Independence Day and Eid Milad. Among 

other reasons for UC having not been able to provide such services include as usual; lack of funds and Human 

Resources.

Table-21: Documentation, issuance of certificates

Perhaps most important job of the UC is the issuance of birth, death and marriage certificates. Per available data in 
concerned UCs it takes most of time one to three days for issuance of birth or death certificates in almost all UCs 
under this study. However, in case of marriage and divorce certificates it takes more than one week and some months.
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Table: 22-Community Campaigns

With regard to special campaigns by the UCs, 61% respondents said cleanliness drives were undertook, followed by 

31% plantation campaigns, 22% anti-dengue, 7% canal desilting, 3% elimination of stray dogs and 2% anti 

encroachment. While data shows that no serious measures were taken by any UC to check environmental hazards or 

inspection of slaughter houses/areas.
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When asked about the reasons for not providing due services, top of it was the lack of financial resources (63%), 

followed by political rivalry with local MPA/MNA (19%), lack of technical assistance (11%) and lack of human 

resource (7%)

Table-23: Reasons of Non-Provision of Due Services
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Questionnaire for Interviews 

Annexure-1

What are the Major development issues of your UC?

What Development Schemes UC did in last 2 years?
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UC Meetings in the last 2 years?

Types of schemes presented by UC members?

Number of UC committees formed?

Maintenance of progress register?

Did UC take initiatives to increase its income/resources

If yes, what kind of initiatives?

Did UC members attend any trainings in the last two years?

Has your UC formed Punchait/Anjumn Musalihat?
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Any training of the Punchait members?

Documentation, registration/issuance of certificates by UC?
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Annexure-2

Focus Group Discussions

1. What are the major development issues of the area?

2. What development schemes / works UC did in last 2 years?  

3. Are you satisfied with the UC performance? If not, why? If yes why?

4. Have you ever involved by UC in the planning of development schemes?

5. Are UC members cooperative, active and resolve your problems?

6. Is there any Punchait /Anjumn-e-Musalihat in your UC? 

7. If yes, are women part of Punchait /Anjumn-e-Musalihat? Is it active?

8. Do you face any problem in the issuance of certificates; Birth, Death, 
    Nikahnama etc?

9. To whom u generally approach in case any problem; Chairman, Councilor, 
    MPA, MNA?

10. Do women councilors active in UC affairs?

11. Is local govt system good for the communities? If not, why. If yes why?

12. Any suggestions to improve LG system.
















